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entire curriculum during that time, I’ve used my experience to create
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6th – 12th Getting Fantastic Art Projects

See many more of my resources at:
https://www.pinterest.com/mrsstpt/

1. ART PROJECTS - Making Them Competitions:
One great idea is to MAKE YOUR ART PROJECTS COMPETITIONS! Every art project I
do in class is a competition. I choose about 20 of the best works to post. The key is
to find a place
somewhere in your
school where other
students will see,
and admire, your
students’ work. I
put my bulletin
board in the hallway
across from our
library. (Students
whose artwork gets selected get 10 extra credit points and can show their friends
their work. I also write the names of the winners on my board in my room each time
I select new winners. The kids LOVE IT and I get AMAZING artwork!

Here is what my “Art Project Winners” board looks like:
Alcohol Wheels Project. This project is from my “How Alcohol Affects the Body”
Lesson at:

Making Your Voice Count Against Bullying. This impactful lesson is part of my 4Week “Stop Bullying-Empathy and Violence Unit.” Realizing that a powerful way to
stop the effects of bullying is to support the victims of it, students thought of ways to
come along side of the victims of bullying and teasing.

Sex Ed. Peer Pressure Lesson: These flip charts
have the pressure lines on the top of a card, and
when you flip it up, an assertive answer beneath.
This whole lesson helps teens recognize thinking
errors and learn to be more assertive.

2. Art Rubrics:
Another idea that has made the standard of my student’s art go up is using the art
rubric (see below). I edited several versions of this rubric until I got it just where it
works perfectly! I have students tape an art rubric to the back of any art project they
do and before they turn it in, they need to grade their own art. Then, I use a red pen
to put my grade on it. Not only does it raise the standard of the art since students
understand the requirements of an “A” art project, but after a few times of seeing
the differences between what grade they gave themselves and my grade, students
will be more diligent to follow and meet the “A” rubric!

Fast Food Restaurant Posters. This is from my “Fast Foods: Healthy Versus
Unhealthy” Lesson:

Art Project Grading Rubric:
Your Score:

_____/4

_____/4

NAME:_______________________________________ Per:_______

A
4 points
*Understanding of
topic is very
evident and
message is very
clear and positive.

B
3 points
Understanding is
partially clear
and message is
somewhat clear
and relevant.

C
2 points
Understanding is
unclear or the
message isn’t
clear or relevant.

D or F
1 point
Understanding is
unclear and
message is
incorrect or
negative.

Graphics:
photos,
pictures,
and/or wording
Attractiveness

*Graphics are very
creatively
displayed.

Graphics are
somewhat
creatively
displayed.

Graphics are a bit
creative.

Lacking creative
graphics.

*Looks really good
in design, layout,
and neatness.

Looks good in
design, layout
and neatness.

Is acceptably
attractive though
it may be a bit
messy.

Grammar

*No grammatical
mistakes. (Spelling)

Just one or two
grammatical
mistakes.
(Spelling)

Several
grammatical
mistakes.
(Spelling)

Is messy or
poorly designed.
seems time was
not taken to
complete it.
There are many
grammatical
mistakes.
(Spelling)

16/16 = A

12/16= C

15/16 = A-

11/16 = D+

14/16 = B

10/16 = D-

13/16 = B-

9/16 = F

Content
Accuracy and
Relevance

____/4

_____/4

_____/
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2) Copying for anyone other than the person who purchased this program; or for
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level, school, or district without purchasing the proper number of licenses. If you
are a coach, principal, or district interested in a site license, please contact me for a
quote at ahealthteacher@gmail.com.
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*Free updates for this program are available for life for the original purchaser!
Simply go to your TeachersPayTeachers “My Purchases” folder and re-download.
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You might also be interested in some of my
#1 best-selling Health and P.E. resources:
See my TeachersPayTeachers Store

Secondary “Health” Resources:
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“Elementary Health” Resources:
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“Physical Education” Resources:

I also sell most of these lessons on my Health Education Today

Thanks again for purchasing! Mrs. S.
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